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Architect & Urban Designer
ic@arkilab.dk / +45 29613801

IDA
CARNERA

Citizen Engagement Strategies

Urban Vision Strategies
Social and Cultural Planning
Co-design and Community Engagement

Human-centered design

Ida’s educational background in both architecture, urbanism 
and political science enables her to have a holistic approach 
to urban design processes, and to understand the different 
aspects within the dynamic conditions of contemporary 
society. Ida is passionate about challenging the way 
architecture normally is practiced and placing people at the 
center, to ensure good and democratic urban development 
that nurture social life and community. Ida has professional 
experience within both research and planning within the 
field of human centered design at GXN and Gehl architects. 
At arki_lab, Ida uses her strong analytical skills to improve 
the built environment based on citizen involvement ideas 
as well as planning, preparing and developing reports and 
strategies.

At arki_lab, Ida is involved in concept development and 
planning, as well as preparing reports, strategies and design 
based on citizen involvement ideas. She is also responsible 
for developing our engagement tools such as arki_nopoly 
and ArkiCity.

EDUCATION

2018-21 Master of Architecture: Urbanism and Societal 
Change, Royal Danish Academy 
| Copenhagen, DK 

2014-16 Bachelor of Architecture: Architecture’s 
Anatomy and Fabrication, Royal Danish 
Academy | Copenhagen, DK 

2013-14 Political Science, University of Southern 
Denmark | Odense, DK

WORK EXPERIENCE 

2021- Architect and Urban Designer, arki_lab 
| Copenhagen, DK

2019-20 Architectural Assistant, Gehl 
| Copenhagen, DK

2018 Research Assistant, Human Studio 
| Copenhagen, DK

2017-18 Social Behaviour/Architectural Assistant, GXN 
| Copenhagen, DK

2017 Model worker Assistant, 3XN 
| Copenhagen, DK 

2016-17 Architectural Assistant, Primus Architects   
| Copenhagen, DK

SELECTED PROJECTS

CO-DESIGNING A MASTERPLAN FOR ABORIGINAL ELDERS
Sydney, Australia – 2022
 arki_lab is designing a masterplan for the future IYORIA Retirement 
and Age care estate for Aboriginal Elders at the Sydney Olympic park 
area in Sydney. In spring 2022 arki_lab ran a workshop to get the 
Elders’ inputs on challenges, wishes and ideas for the project. 

VISIONS FOR FUTURE WORK SPACES IN VESTERGADE 8  
Copenhagen, Denmark – 2022
Based on an involvement process with DIS faculty and staff 
participants, arki_lab is working on a transformation of the interior 
design in Vestergade 8 in central Copenhagen. arki_lab is assisting 
DIS with both communication, vision drawings, concept and 
implementation.  
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CAMPUS 
ODSHERRED 
Konkurrenceprogram
Februar 2022

VISIONS FOR CAMPUS ODSHERRED 
Asnæs, Denmark – 2021
In collaboration with Odsherred Municipality, OG and EUC 
Nordvestsjælland, arki_lab ran an extensive series of engagement 
workshops, focus groups and interviews in order to start a 
conversation of the future development of Campus Odsherred. The 
visions of the local citizens are materialised through this report. 

FREDERIKSSUND COASTAL PROTECTION   
Frederikssund, Denmark – 2022
Together with the City of Frederikssund, arki_lab facilitated an 
idea process with the purpose of gather ideas from citizens on 
how a coastal protection project can contribute positively with 
new recreational qualities to urban life. The process also seeked 
to create ownership and awareness among the citizens. 

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY PLANS FOR VIG AND ASNÆS
Vig and Asnæs, Denmark – 2021
In collaboration with the citizens and various public and private 
stakeholders, arki_lab has developed guidelines and strategy 
frameworks for the future development of both the city of Vig and 
Asnæs. 

USER INSIGHTS REGARDING MALMÖ TERMINALS   
Malmö, Sweden – 2021
In collaboration with the City of Malmö and Trafikselskabet 
Skånetrafiken, who are working towards a more sustainable 
transport sector, we carried out a large analysis among the users 
of six of Malmö’s central stations. The project gave insight into 
new methods for dialogue with the town’s citizens.

COMPETITION PROGRAM FOR CAMPUS ODSHERRED 
Asnæs, Denmark – 2022
For Nordvestsjællands Erhvervs- og Gymnasialeuddannelser, arki_
lab produced a competition program for the upcoming architectural 
competition for the new Campus Odsherred – a gathering point for 
youth education throughout Odsherred Municipality. The project 
includes both renovation, new construction and landscape. 

BYENS HUS DESIGN 
Gentofte, Denmark – 2021
In the work to realize arki_lab’s master plan for Byens Hus, we 
assisted Gentofte Municipality and the association Byens Hus with 
further design and concept development as well as projecting of sub-
projects in the building.

CLIMATE ADAPTATION OF VESTBYEN, AALBORG 
Aalborg, Denmark – 2022
The project ‘Bådparken’ (by arki_lab, C.F. Møller, Deltares, Raw 
Mobility, EKJ Rådgivende Ingeniører) won first prize in the architectural 
competition of developing Aalborg Vestby. Bådparken is both about 
climate adaptation and about creating an attractive fjord and park life 
that connects the water with the city and supports the area’s identity.

A NEW YOUTH CULTURE HOUSE AT FILMTORVET
Holbæk, Denmark – 2022
Together with Sidesporet, UngHolbæk and Statens Kunstfond, 
we facilitated a design process of a new youth culture house with 
young people in Holbæk, The project consisted of idea development, 
co-design and transformation of four containers into the physical 
environment that the young people themselves had wanted. 


